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Fig.1. ∆H=H(tmax)-H(t1,2), max(H, βN) 

reached at tmax, t1=tmax+0.6s, t2=0.3s 

before the end of high power phase. Max 

reached βN varies from 1.3 to 3.5 

practically linear with maxH98y. 
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Fi g.2 ∆(Zeff)=Zeff(t)-Zeff(tmax) in hybrid 

pulses with ILW. Parameters tmax, t1 and 

t2 are defined inFig.1 caption. 
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Abstract. High confinement improvement (H-factor) relative to the IPB98(y,2) scaling law 

[1], stability and βN are achieved in JET hybrid 

scenario pulses due to formation of specific 

safety factor (q) profiles with broad flat region 

around q~1 in the plasma core and steep dq/dr 

at the edge. The replacement of the C-wall with 

Be/W-wall caused changes in the impurity 

content with effect on the q-profile, MHD, 

radiation and τE. An interaction between these 

factors in hybrid pulses with ILW has been 

analysed using transport modelling and 

important statistical tendencies identified. 

Confinement evolution. Some optimisation has 

been done for hybrid plasmas with ILW to 

recover the required q-profile shape and plasma 

performance of the C-wall hybrid scenario. There is a collinearity between maximum 

reached confinement improvement H-factor and maximum reached βN in hybrid pulses with 

ILW with max(βN) factor varying from 1.5 to 

3.5 and max(H) rising from ~0.85 to 1.35. Max( 

βN) and max(H) were reached almost 

simultaneously in every pulse during, typically, 

first 1.5-2s of the high power phase. However, 

quasi-steady state regime could not be sustained 

in contrast to C-wall plasmas. The rate of 

confinement degradation is shown in fig.1 as a 

function of maximum reached H for every 

hybrid pulse with ILW. The dependence of the 

confinement degradation ∆H on maximum βN 

looks very similar to fig.1 if max H98y axis is 

replaced by max βN. The larger max(βN) reached 
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delZe�=ZefH-ZefV
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Fig.5. Correlation between radiation peaking  

Prad(ch14)/Prad(ch11) and ZefH-ZefV. 

the stronger is the confinement degradation ∆H. The H-factor decreases to 1.1 or smaller 

value typically in 1-2.5s from its maximum. Very small variation in H or βN has been 

observed in pulses with low max(βN)<2 or max(H)<1.1. 

Impurities and radiation. Significant increase in Zeff is observed in hybrid pulses with 

ILW as shown in Fig.2. Zeff=(ZefH+ZefV)/2 is deduced from Bremsstrahlung emission 

measured along horizontal (ZefH) and vertical (ZefV) lined of sight as shown in fig.3. The 

plasma radiation becomes peaked (Fig.4) as measured by horizontal bolometer camera. 
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Fig.3. Cross section of JET plasma and 

observation lines for horizontal 

bolometer measurements (ch11-20) and 

vertical (ZefV) and horizontal (ZefH) 

lines for Zeff measurements 
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Fig.4. Profiles of bolometer measured radiation for 

successive times corresponding to beginning of NB 

heating, time of max βN  (tmax) and t=tmax+1.5s. 

Position of marked lines of sight for ch11-20 are shown 

in Fig.3. 

Soft X-ray emission profiles are qualitatively similar to the radiation profiles. Radiation and 

SXR emission profiles measured by 

vertical cameras in pulses with good 

confinement (H>1.1) show that the 

maximum of the radiation is around 

equatorial plane and shifted from the 

magnetic axis to the low magnetic 

field side. Such shift is associated with 

effect of centrifugal force on the heavy 

impurities due to strong toroidal 

plasma rotation. In some cases the 

radiation peak moves to the centre. 

The radiation peaking is associated 

with peaking of the heavy impurity 

profiles. The horizontal line of sight 

for ZefH measurement is aligned with the max of radiation and impurity concentration and 
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Fig.6, Profiles of Zeff and densities of 

W,Ni,Be contributions, Pulse 82794, t=6s.  
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Fig.8. Variation of SXR and bolometer 

measured radiation and MHD n=1 mode 

amplitude. Pulse 82804. 

the vertical line of sight (ZefV) is misaligned. There is a strong correlation between the 

radiation peaking and Zefh-ZefV as shown in Fig.5 due to misalignment of Zeff maximum 

and ZefV line of sight. Light (Be) and heavy impurity (W, Ni) accumulation has been 

modelled using Jetto-Sanco codes, matching measured radiation, soft X-ray emission and 

ZefH=Zeff measured along the horizontal line of sight (fig.3). The model used includes the 

neoclassical velocity and diffusivity inside the edge barrier and anomalous Bohm-gyro-Bohm 

diffusivity in the core. Anomalous pinch velocity (Va~1m/s>Vneo) was required to 

reproduce the observed peaked radiation profiles in the phase of rising βN, when the plasma 

density in the core is flat or hollow. The modelling results are shown in Fig.6 for a time slice 

(t=tmax), corresponding to a maximum of 

βN=3.3 in high βN, H-factor pulse (#82794).   

MHD, confinement degradation and radiation peaking. Benign kink 1/1 mode were 

observed in all quasi steady-state hybrid 

pulses with C-wall in good confinement phase 

(βN >3, H>1.1). Kink modes are transformed 

to tearing-like modes in similar pulses with 

ILW. The amplitude of the n=1 measured by 

magnetic probe, averaged over 400ms 

preceding tmax and t1, respectively, for all 

hybrid pulses with ILW is shown in Fig.7. 

The tearing mode erodes the temperature 

profiles. The confinement degradation 

correlates with formation of tearing modes. 

According to modelling and measurements, 

the q-profile is flat, close to 1 and may 

produce two or more q=1 resonance surfaces in the core region. Such q-profiles facilitate a 
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Fig.9. Tearing mode structure is 

produced by perturbation 

By=By'x.The vortex flow carries 

plasma into the magnetic island. 

Distribution of the heavy impurities is 

strongly inhomogeneous in the 

poloidal (y-axis)and radial(x-axis) 

directions. The influx of the heavy 

impurities caused by vortex flow 

causes peaking of the impurities near 

equatorial plane inside the vortex. 

See [2] for details of the island 

dynamics. 
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formation of double tearing modes. There is a correlation between tearing mode bursts and 

peaking of the radiation and soft X-ray emission profiles. Successive sawteeth flatten them 

(Fig.8). Enhanced radiation and sawteeth flatten Te profiles, affecting the q-profile evolution 

in addition to the effect of peaked Zeff. The radiation peaking due to MHD may be 

connected to the mechanism of the non-linear evolution of the tearing mode [2] in the 

presence of the poloidally non uniform distribution of heavy impurities. The W ions moves 

with the plasma frame as they have little thermal velocity compared to toroidal rotation 

velocity of the plasma. The W ions remain in tearing mode island for relatively long time. 

Vortex flows [1] cause 

redistribution of the W ions 

from the x-point region to 0-

point in poloidal direction (y-

axis in Fig.9). Tearing 3/2 and 

4/3 modes have been typically 

observed in hybrid pulses with 

ILW with the largest 

confinement degradation.  

Summary and conclusions. The change in wall materials has 

affected both the plasma composition and the MHD phenomenology and these factors both 

modify the plasma performance. In particular, an accumulation of tungsten, tearing mode 

formation, radiation peaking and confinement degradation towards H=1, have been observed 

in all high performance (H>1.1) hybrid pulses with ILW. Maximum βN and H-factor are 

reached typically in the first 1-2s of the high power phase. W is accumulated during this 

period in amount sufficient to modify later phase of the discharge. Statistically most common 

tearing 1/1 mode is connected to the specific features of the q-profile formed in the presence 

of the heavy impurities. Tearing mode formation correlates with confinement degradation. 

They often correlate with further peaking of the radiation and W concentration (Zeff). In the 

later phase of the pulse the impurity accumulation accelerates due to the effects discussed in 

[C.Angioni this conference, Mantica this conference]. Future scenario development must, 

therefore, address the questions of MHD and impurity control in an integrated manner. 
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